
Safety Options for Chambers

Lithium-Ion Battery 
Test Chambers

In the field of mobile systems, lithium batteries have successfully proved their importance as energy storage. Even larger 

applications - such as electric vehicles - require storage systems, which not only offer a large volume of energy, but which 

also can produce large outputs. To test their reliability, lithium batteries are subjected to various tests in the field of 

environmental simulation. Weiss Technik is the global leader in Lithium-Ion battery test chambers.

All EUCAR Levels
Permanent inerting using 
nitrogen or argon
The door lock is activated for permanent 
inerting of the test space with nitrogen 
(N2) or argon (Ar). A major flushing quantity 
reduces the oxygen concentration to ≤ 5%. 
After the minimum flushing time has elapsed, 
testing is released and the system switches to 
a process-orientated small flushing quantity.

EUCAR Level 4 & Above
Fire alarm system
Detection of fire using a carbon monoxide (CO) 
measurement. An electrochemical sensor is 
used to measure the CO in the air with the help 
of a gas measuring pump and tempering of 
the sample gas. Contacts for alarms are made 
available on the test cabinet. In conjunction 
with this option, hydrogen monitoring (H2) is 
also possible.

All EUCAR Levels
Mechanical door lock
Two fasteners which mechanically hold the 
door closed are attached to the test space 
door in addition to the reversible pressure 
release flap.

All EUCAR Levels
Digital High/Low Limit Safety 
system
Monitors product temperature independent of 
controller. Provides additional product 
protection.

EUCAR Level 5 & Above
Flushing device for  
inertization in case of fire
When a fire is detected, the test space can be 
flooded with nitrogen (N2) or carbon dioxide 
(CO2). This flooding inertizes the test space and 
with liquid CO2 also has a slight cooling effect.

Pressure reduction unit using  
certified burst disc
In case of damage to the battery, large volumes of gas can 
be released into the test space at a blow. To extract the 
gas rapidly, the chamber can be equipped with a pressure 
release system, connected to a waste air duct. For this, the 
test space container is manufactured in a pressure 
resistant version and a rectangular burst disc  
is integrated into the ceiling.

EUCAR Level 4 & Above 
Reversible pressure 
release flap
The venting duct is installed on the top 
of the cabinet. It is equipped with a 
mechanical, weighted pressure release 
flap. This can be dimensioned between 
80 and 200 mm ø, depending on the 
expected volume of escaping gas.

All EUCAR Levels
Electrical door lock 
The test space door is locked via an electrical 
door lock during automatic and manual tests. In 
automatic mode the complete testing system can 
be switched off during a program interruption, in 
order to allow the unlocking of the test space door.
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All EUCAR Levels
Status display 
The signal lamp can be positioned 
variably on the device due to an 
adjustable magnetic foot. The red signal 
lamp flashes when a fault occurs. In 
addition, an acoustic signal is possible.

All EUCAR Levels
Oxygen measurement
In combination with the permanent 
inertization using nitrogen or argon, the 
oxygen (O2) measurement is used to 
monitor the O2-concentration in the test 
space. It allows a controlled infeed of 
nitrogen or argon.

EUCAR Level 5 & Above
CO2 compressed gas bottles
As an addition to the flushing device for 
inertization in case of fire, a compressed gas 
bottle, filled with 7.5 kg CO2 and an aromatic 
additive, is attached to the side of the test 
cabinet. The CO2 is filled into the test space in 
a liquid state. When it expands, cold gas and 
CO2-snow is formed. Several bottles can be 
cascaded. Manual triggering is also possible.

All EUCAR Levels
Sealing plug and retaining clamp
he entry ports are equipped with retaining 
clamps to secure the plug.

EUCAR Level 6 
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(EUCAR – European Council for Automotive R & D)


